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Language: English . Brand New Book. Living above her yarn shop, A Simple Stitch, on Main Street in
her hometown was the perfect life for Eliza. One of the original downtown buildings in Spring
Forrest provided her the setting for the collection of antiques passed down and finds she picked up
along the way. Her regulars at the Friday Knit Out group had become like a second family, leaning
on each other through many of life s obstacles and celebrating life s joys. Her nephew CJ returned
to open the old CafE across the street after one short semester away at college. Eliza could see CJ
was searching to fill a void in his life. It became more obvious with the holidays approaching.
Feelings he couldn t explain but Eliza could certainly understand. The Homestead, still intact from
generations past, known as Slipknot Farm had become more important to CJ this year than ever
before. Annie Simpkins, the new fifth grade teacher from Texas caught his eye and stirred his
interest. Now, CJ felt the need for a family gathering stronger than ever before. During the...
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ReviewsReviews

Undoubtedly, this is actually the finest work by any author. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. You will like just
how the article writer publish this book.
-- Dr. Isom Dibbert Jr.-- Dr. Isom Dibbert Jr.

This written book is excellent. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying period. You are going to like the way the writer write this publication.
-- Hadley Ullrich-- Hadley Ullrich
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